Scribe Notes Run #1712- Khlong Krata Reservoir, Chao Fa West, 24 November 2018
As Fungus continues to pimp himself out to all and sundry as a Hare (he’s back again in a couple of weeks) he
attached himself to the incomprehensible ones this week- Gorgeous You B’stard and Lucky Lek. Back where we were a
couple of weeks ago but what a difference a day makes. Up, up and up went the runners, then down, down, down, then
up, up, up again and finally down then around. 3 young virgins nearly baulked at the second hill but the fearless scribe
encouraged them up to the top and a cracking view. No idea where the short cutters went but they joined a very
slippery and narrow in trail late in the day tantalizingly close to the laager but never really getting there. A great 6.3 km
run by the Hares, the hard work was worth it for the views.
With barely time for a quick sluice the Circle got going. Hares in immediately but told to wait until they were

invited to take beers. It was noted how the
logistics had failed due to the
absence of Hangover and the ice block was replaces with a bin bag full of ice. Doctor Fucking Jekyll was called in and
thanked for his efforts in raising B6k for the British Legion Poppy Appeal. Lucky Lek was called in for ‘annulment’ but
berated the circle about not having bad English but speaking good Thai as we are in Thailand. Tootsie was then thanked
for his efforts as stand in Registrar as both were AWOL.
Speaking of AWOL it turns out that JC’s absence was due to him fracturing his ankle and being laid up in hospital.
Nurse Paper has been catering to his every need but decided to have a break the other night, settling in on the balcony
of JC’s room with a couple of six packs and a packet of facs. The senior Surgeon came in to check on JC and proceeded to
bollock Paper for her unhealthy and inappropriate lifestyle. Big mistake- Paper gave it back as good as she got.
Back to Admin and the 5 Virgins were swiftly dealt with and Fungus got a jolly ice watering 4 pretty Thai ladies.

Pussylicker and Spermbank got their 25

run shirts but

fortunately did not treat us to the exposure of their bodies (for the saddos amongst us please note the ladies have
shown solidarity following a decision on the IP and there will be no more ’take it off, put it on’ from them). Lesser
Dipshit would have got his 555 shirt but Impedimenta (him!) forgot to order it. There were no visiting Hashers and the
GM stated that Admin was complete- at which point Lizard Eating Cunt shouted ‘Circle Closed’ and was promptly iced l

Mannequin Pis was then punished for not only
not really drinking beer as it is the new Tiger lemon 2% shandy poofter drink.

bringing his own beer to the circle but

Semen in as Steward and his theme was the Unsung Heroes of the Hash- those who contribute a lot but get little

reward for their efforts. He started off with the
Hares who have done more than 10
trails, then the Registrars, Scribes and GMs who devote a lot of time to ensure a good day is had by all. We then had a
few Anniversary moments then a geriatric version of Father Abraham, complete with theatrics- A great spot.
Pink Lady was in next as a Returner and no one wanted to question why a 6 foot plus 3 foot wide guy had a
name like that (turns out its to do with Cider). Banana was back as well after a very long absence.
On to Run Offences and the Hares were chastised for the waste of blue paper which paralleled the multi for
about 800m (even then some of the short cutters probably messed it up) at the join. Dr FJ also asked them to wear stilts
next time they put the signs up as they were all at ground level and difficult to see. Nahee Man then got Hash Horn
Master Baker in for messing up a check with pink paper going the wrong way. No one else had an issue with it so Nahee
Man was iced for an erroneous offence.

Mrs Tootsie was in for her new shoes, which

she denied but was nicely bubbled by her daughter.

Campari in next as a scapegoat for the offenders last week who did not stay on paper and made their own way
through fences and gates despite there being clearly marked safe routes through. It was pointed out to the circle that
Hares go to a great deal of trouble to prevent damage to property and people should follow paper across obstacles- it’s

also a safety issue. This was
followed by Campari’s complete lack
of etiquette and courtesy, barging past the 3 virgins without a solitary ‘I’ma coming a through’ or ‘ona your left’ or ‘ona
your right’. He was back in again as next week’s hare- when asked where the run is he replied ‘not a clue’. Good luck

with that one. Hares were back in
for the narrowness of the gateposts into the
laager, demonstrated by The Blue Harlot. then Lucky Lek bollocked Buttplug for the pathetic ice. Departers No Hope and
Nahee man swiftly dealt with and it was on to the Run Vote.

With neither Runmaster
present Butt Plug
took the vote. Mannequin Pis had the unfortunate honor of standing in for SADG who is the current Hash Shit (probably
good to try it on as he’s advising the Virgin Hares next week and they get immunity). We finally got a bit of decent
singing and Good Run was granted
Circle closed and on home……………………………………..

……………………………. But it doesn’t end there. Fungus decided to hijack the bus and not pay on the way back but this was
just the first of his money issues. Tight Fit has been bribing the drivers to take him back to Bang Tao after the Kamala
drop off and Fungus decided to volunteer his linguistic skills in bartering with the driver. Unfortunately for Tight Fit
Fungus managed to RAISE the price of the trip- well done, at least you are consistent in providing is with fodder for the
Scribe Reports.

Please note Fungus is stand in Scribe next week. We need someone to step forward if you are willing to take on the
role of Scribe or Quack as there has been a departure from the Committee.

.

